
MIBA POWERCLOSER® EVC-7
The Miba POWERcloser® is a pyrotechnical closer 
Switch triggered by a pyrotechnical
actuator. The design is suited for automated 
assembly, low package footprint and weight.
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MIBA POWERCLOSER®

EMERGENCY CLOSING SWITCH FOR HV APPLICATION SERIES EVC

FEATURES
 Low resistance after closing
 Low closing time
 High closing capacity ensuring safe operation
 Hermetically closed, compact, intrinsically safe component
 Customizable bus bar connection

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

Feature Value Remark

Closing capability 800 VDC / 7 kA I²t= 467 kA²*s

Isolation before closing I < 1mA @ 2920 VDC
Busbar A to Busbar B
Busbar A to Ignitor cable
Busbar B to Ignitor cable

Resistance after closing < 3 mΩ @ 1 kV DC

Nominal closing time < 500µ Time from trigger signal ON to 
connection

Non-reversible device yes

Weight 113 g Current stage

Nominal Voltage 12V to 24V Range 6V to 80V

Ambient temperature -40 °C ≤ Top ≤ 100 °C

Busbar temperature Nom. 120 °C, max. 135 °C

Degree of pollution III EN 60664-1

Altitude ≤ 4000 m

Storage temperature -40 °C ≤ Tamb ≤ 50 °C No condensation
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION IGNITOR

Feature Value Remark

Qualified acc. to AK-LV 16 & USCAR-28

Initiator resistance 2,0 Ω ± 0,3 Ω

Triggering pulse current 
Or

≥ 1,75 A / 0,5 ms
≥ 1,20 A / 2,0 ms

No–triggering current
Or

≤ 0,4 A
≤ 5,0 A / ≤ 4 µs

Diagnostic current 100 mA

HV - LV isolation before separation ≥ 1 MΩ 

HV - LV isolation after separation Isolation

DIMENSIONS IN mm
Busbar can be adapted due to customer needs. Necessary ignition wire can be 
adapted to customer needs.
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LEGAL INFORMATION

The following applies to all products and other information named in this publication:
Some parts of this publication contain statements about the suitability of our products for certain areas of application. 
These statements are based on our knowledge of typical requirements that are often placed on our products in the 
areas of application concerned. We nevertheless expressly point out that such statements cannot be regarded as binding 
statements about the suitability of our products for a customer application. As a rule, Miba eMobility GmbH is either 
unfamiliar with individual customer applications or less familiar with them than the customers themselves. For these 
reasons, it is always ultimately incumbent on the customer to check and decide whether an Miba eMobility product with 
the properties described in the product specification is suitable for use in a customer application.
We also point out that in individual cases, a malfunction of mechatronic components or failure before the end of their 
usual service life cannot be completely ruled out in the current state of the art, even if they are operated as specified. In 
customer applications requiring a very high level of operational safety and especially in customer applications in which 
the malfunction or failure of an mechatronic component could endanger human life or health (e.g. in accident prevention 
or lifesaving systems), it must therefore be ensured by means of suitable design of the customer application or other 
action taken by the customer (e.g. installation of protective circuitry or redundancy) that no injury or damage is sustained 
by third parties in the event of malfunction or failure of an electronic component.
The warnings caution and product-specific notes must be observed.
In order to satisfy certain technical requirements, some of the products described in this publication may contain 
substances subject to restrictions in certain jurisdictions (e.g. because they are classed as hazardous). Should you have 
any more detailed questions, please contact our sales offices.
We constantly strive to improve our products. Consequently, the products described in this publication may change 
from time to time. The same is true of the corresponding product specifications. Please check therefore to what extent 
product descriptions and specifications contained in this publication are still applicable before or when you place an 
order. We also reserve the right to discontinue production and delivery of products. Consequently, we cannot guarantee 
that all products named in this publication will always be available. The before mentioned statement does not apply in 
the case of individual agreements deviating from the foregoing for customer-specific products.
Unless otherwise agreed in individual contracts, all orders are subject to the current version of the “General Terms of 
Delivery for Products and Services in the Electrical Industry” published by the German Electrical and Electronics Industry 
Association (ZVEI).
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Miba eMobility GmbH
Erwin Lichtenberg
Dr.-Mitterbauer-Str. 3
4663 Laakirchen
T +43 7613 2541-0
erwin.lichtenberg@miba.com
www.miba.com


